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Luca della Robbia > “Platone e Aristotele, ovvero la dialettica” 1437-39
Thursday, Oct. 18th
8.30 - 9.00 Registration
9.00 - 9.15 Welcome Address
9.15 – 10.30 Key Note 1:
Antonella Dalle Fave, University of Milan, The Relationship between Virtues and Well-being in Psychological Research
10.30 – 10.45 Coffee Break
10.45 – 13.15 Seminar Session 1
Room 1 • Valentina Cafaro, Promoting posttraumatic growth in cancer patients: A randomized multicenter pilot study of a guided disclosure protocol
• Omowumi Ogunyemi, The Future Self, Narratives, Habits for Human Flourishing
• Sabrina Intelsano, The paradigmatic case of happiness
• Marco Cristian Vitillo, Work psychology for better work, for better life
• Luca Iani, Andra René Angeramo, Andrea Schinali, Rossella Quinto, Damiano Abeni, Piero Porcelli, The role of sense of coherence and positivity in the prediction of spiritual well-being and distress in dermatological patients
Room 2 • Katharina Nieswandi, Ulf Hlobi, Revolutionary Virtues? What Character Traits Are Needed under Oppression?
• Gabriele Giorgi, Javier Fiz Perez, Caterina Pandolfi, The dark side of negative behaviours tolerance in workplace
• Javier Fiz Perez, Dafne Cataluna, Coping support techniques versus Stress causes with Positive Psychology and Human Virtues approach
• Paolo D’Ambrosio, Factors of Contingency: The Variable Formation of causes with Positive Psychology and Human Virtues approach

11.15-11.30 Key Note 2:

11.45 – 13.00 Seminar Session 2
Room 1 • Mar Álvarez-Segura, Martin F. Echavarria, Paul C. Vitz, A psycho-ethical approach to personality disorders: The role of volitionality
• Fatima Ruiz Fuster, Ethics and personality psychology: Maqda Arnold’s contribution
• Fabian Gander, Willibald Ruch, Character and virtue from a personality perspective
• Roberto Vacca, Andrea Laudadio, Serena Mancuso, Virtues and human strengths towards a new classification Model
• Guido Traversa, The beauty of nature and human virtue
Room 2 • Carmen Caro Samada, The education of gratitude in the family
• Mary Neijzen, The Emotional Process of Virtue-Acquisition. Negative Moods Affecting the Virtuous Field of Affordances
• Marco Meyer, Developing and Applying the Intellectual Virtue Scale
• Antonino Tamburello, Psychopathology and behaviour change: the role of virtues

13.00 – 13.15: Concluding remarks
13.15-13.45 Lunch
14.45 - 16.00 Key Note 3:
Antonino Tamburello, Psychopathology and behaviour change: the role of virtues
• Roberto Vacca, Andrea Laudadio, Serena Mancuso, Virtues and human strengths towards a new classification Model
• Guido Traversa, The beauty of nature and human virtue
Room 2 • Carmen Caro Samada, The education of gratitude in the family
• Mary Neijzen, The Emotional Process of Virtue-Acquisition. Negative Moods Affecting the Virtuous Field of Affordances
• Marco Meyer, Developing and Applying the Intellectual Virtue Scale
• Antonino Tamburello, Psychopathology and behaviour change: the role of virtues

Friday, October 19th
9.00 - 11.30 Seminar Session 3
Room 1 • Olaoonipekun Adeyemi, Newspapers ‘Blackout’ of National Ethics Themes: Reportage of Vices Festing Moral Decadence in Nigeria
• Ettore De Monte, Vice and mental illness
• Alessandra Tanesini, Vices and Implicit biases as Attitudes
• Matthew Jenkins, Deciding desiderata: On modelling implicit bias
• Miriam Aiello, To make a necessity out of virtue or to make a virtue out of necessity? Remarks on Bourdieu’s habitus-based and virtue free model of action
Room 2 • Nafiša Ananassoulis, What does the student of Aristotelian virtue need to know?
• Pia Valenzuela, Aristotle’s social virtues and the theory of positive emotions of B. L. Fredrickson
• Anna Rez, Aristotelian Ethics Without Virtues
• Pia Patricia K. Garcia, Growing or Accumulating? Aristotle, Maslow, and What Makes Man Act
• Jennifer Baker, Aristotle and Ainslie: Personal Rules, Rewards, and Feedback Loops

11.30 - 11.45 Coffee Break
11.45 – 13.00 Key Note 3:
Maria Silvia Vaccarezza, University of Genoa

13.00 – 13.15: Concluding remarks

13.15-14.15 Lunch
14.45 - 16.00 Key Note 3:
Antonino Tamburello, Psychopathology and behaviour change: the role of virtues
• Roberto Vacca, Andrea Laudadio, Serena Mancuso, Virtues and human strengths towards a new classification Model
• Guido Traversa, The beauty of nature and human virtue
Room 2 • Carmen Caro Samada, The education of gratitude in the family
• Mary Neijzen, The Emotional Process of Virtue-Acquisition. Negative Moods Affecting the Virtuous Field of Affordances
• Marco Meyer, Developing and Applying the Intellectual Virtue Scale
• Antonino Tamburello, Psychopathology and behaviour change: the role of virtues

Saturday, October 20th
9.30 - 10.45 Seminar Session 4
Room 1 • Scott Wolcott, Factitious Virtue and Self-Talk
• Joan Vanney Domingo Ribary, Right desire and right action
• Allegra Indraccolo, Anna Contardi, Claudia Del Gatto, Riccardo Brunetti, Carrots or stick? A framing effect on moral decision making and eye movement

10.45 - 11.00 Coffee Break
11.00 – 13.00: Seminar Session 5
Room 1 • Scott Wolcott, Factitious Virtue and Self-Talk
• Joan Vanney Domingo Ribary, Right desire and right action
• Allegra Indraccolo, Anna Contardi, Claudia Del Gatto, Riccardo Brunetti, Carrots or stick? A framing effect on moral decision making and eye movement

11.00 – 13.00: Seminar Session 5
Room 1 • Scott Wolcott, Factitious Virtue and Self-Talk
• Joan Vanney Domingo Ribary, Right desire and right action
• Allegra Indraccolo, Anna Contardi, Claudia Del Gatto, Riccardo Brunetti, Carrots or stick? A framing effect on moral decision making and eye movement

13.00-14.30 Lunch
14.30 - 15.45 Key Note 4:
Christian Miller, Wake Forest University, The Neglected Virtue of Honesty: Insights from Philosophy and Psychology

15.45 – 16.00 Tea Break
16.00 – 18.00 Seminar Session 5
Room 1 • Nancy E. Snow Jennifer Cole Wright, Virtue Measurement

18.00 - 20.00 City sightseeing tour
20.00 Social Dinner

13.00 – 13.15: Concluding remarks